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Abstract 
 Social media is becoming an integral part of life online, as social websites and applications proliferate. In 
today’s scenario social media networking sites has emerged in the business world and mainly the recruitment world, 
which leads to requirement for knowledge about the recruitment trends regarding social media sites. Social media 
aims at recognizing the effectiveness of social media sites. Recognizing the effectiveness of social media in 
recruitment process is the aim of this paper wherein Social media is mainly concerned with sites that Company hires 
only the most potential candidates in Deutsche Bank, Bangalore, who meet the job requirement and how effectively 
they pay major role in recruitment world. By doing survey in the company, knowledge was acquired of Deutsche 
bank, Bangalore. Wherein, it’s mainly concerned with the social media sites that the company Deutsche Bank uses 
to hire the most potential candidates who meet the job requirement and how effectively they play a major role in 
recruitment world. This paper also tries to assess how employers can make best use of social media as part of 
the recruitment process and the study will assess the usage of Linkedln, Monstercom and other such websites that is 
used as an effective tool in the area of recruitment. Furthermore, this study will assess perceptions of recruitment 
through social media by determining what they find to be attractive or unattractive about the medium and message 
used. 
Keywords: Social Media, Recruitment, sources of recruitment 

 
Introduction 
 The social media phenomenon has opened up new paths of engagement and 

revolutionized the exchange of information. With more people engaging with social media, it is 

worth investigating its relevance to the recruitment process. Social media tools and social 

networking sites have revolutionized communication methods, both privately and 

increasingly, at work. Communication through social media involves the use of an online 

platform or website (a social networking site) that enables people to communicate, usually for a 

social purpose, through a variety of services, most of which are web-based and offer 

opportunities for people to interact over the internet, e.g. via e-mail and „instant messaging‟ (a 

form of real-time, direct text-based communication between two or more people using personal 

computers or other devices). In terms of the use of social media for job seeking, Nigel Wright 

Recruitment (2011) found that more than half of all UK jobseekers use social media sites in their 

search for employment, including 18 per cent who use Facebook and 31 per cent who use 

LinkedIn (see box 2 in section 2.2 for examples of these and other social networking sites and 

tools). Young people are reported to be increasingly using social media tools in order to build 

an online career presence and search for jobs. A survey carried out by Potential park in 2011 of 

over 30,000 graduates, students and early career professionals worldwide found that in Europe, 

almost 100 per cent of survey participants would like to interact with employers online. The 
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preference was for LinkedIn (48 per cent), with Face book scoring 25 per cent (Potential park, 

2011). 

 
Background of Deutsche Bank 

 Deutsche Bank was founded in  Berlin in 1870 as a specialist bank for foreign trade. On 22 

January 1870 the bank statute was adopted, and on 10 March 1870 The banking license was 

granted by the  Prussian government. The statute laid great stress on foreign business. The 

object of the company is to transact banking business of all kinds, in particular to promote and 

facilitate trade relations between Germany, other European countries and overseas markets.  

 Three of the founders were  Georg Siemens whose father's cousin had founded  Siemens 

and Halske, Adelbert  Delbrück and  L. Bamberger. Previous to the founding of Deutsche Bank, 

German importers and exporters were dependent upon English and French banking 

institutions in the world markets a serious handicap in that German  bills were almost 

unknown in international commerce, generally disliked and subject to a higher rate of discount 

than English or French bills 

 Deutsche Bank AG (literally "German Bank"; pronounced is a German global banking and 

financial services company with its headquarters in the  Deutsche Bank Twin  Towers in  

Frankfurt. It has more than 100,000 employees in over 70 countries, and has a large presence in 

Europe, the Americas, Asia-Pacific and the  emerging markets. In 2009, Deutsche Bank was the 

largest exchange dealer in the world with a market share of 21 percent. The company was a 

component of the  STOXX Europe  50stock market index until being replaced on that index on 

August 8, 2016.  

 The bank offers financial products and services for corporate and institutional clients along 

with private and business clients. Deutsche Bank’s core business is investment banking, 

which represents 50% of equity, 75% of leverage assets and 50% of profits. Services include 

sales, trading, research and origination of debt and equity; mergers acquisitions (M&A); risk  

management products, such  as derivatives,  corporate finance, management, retail, fund and 

transaction banking. 

 Present CEO of Deutsch Bank is John Caryn effective from 2016 March. There are 4657 

employees working in Deutsch bank Bangalore branch. 

 The major competitors of Deutsch bank are BNP Paribas, Citigroup ,China Construction 

Bank Corporation , Bank of America  

Vision: “Leading global investment bank with a strong and profitable private client‟s 

franchise”.  

Mission: “To be leading global provider of financial solutions”. 

Product & Service Profile: Financial Advisors, Light Banking, Mortgages ,Real Estate, Asset 

Management, Equity ,Foreign Exchange, Commodities, Capital Markets, Trade Finance, Real 

Estate.  
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Awards and Achievements 

 Best DR Program category award by EMEA.  

 Deutsche Bank has been awarded for acting as the Depositary Bank for Lenta Ltd.  

 Won triple A “Best DR Program” In the year 2015, for its role on JD.com.  

 In Asia Pacific Deutsche Bank has won Asset Triple A in the year 2014.  

 In the year 2013 in its annual achievement awards Deutsche Bank as won Best Depositary 

Receipt House of 2013.  

 The awards, now in their sixth year, are an annual round-up of "the best deals and 

dealmakers" in the region. The proposals are analyzed and evaluated by EMEA Finance's 

panel of self-governing capital markets professionals  

 Deutsche Bank's long-standing presence and commitment to the EMEA region and its 

bestin-class service has got it praise from clients and awards from the press. Deutsche Bank 

has won the Best Depositary Receipts Program two years in a row in EMEA Finance 

Achievement Awards, again in 2012 for Kcell Joint Stock Company's Depositary Receipt 

program - part of the first IPO deal from Kazakhstan for over two ages.  

 Deutsche Bank has been awarded the Best Depositary Receipt Bank in Vietnam in the 

Asset's 2012 Triple An awards.  

 The Asset's annual Triple a awards recognize the concerns and organizations that have 

made an important contribution to the growth of Asia's financial industry.  

 “Recruitment" is the procedure of finding out potential candidates for filling the 

genuine or projected vacancies in a business. Recruitment is the Integral part of Human 

Resource Planning of an organization arise, where in recruitment is a roller cost ride that 

going to wind up energizing innovation and advancement. 

 
There are two sources of Recruitment 

Internal sources: Recruiting the candidates within the organization which includes employee 

referrals, Job postings, Promotion etc. 

External sources: Recruiting the candidates outside the organization which includes 

advertisement, Walk in, Internet etc. 

 Social media recruitment is the recruiting the candidates with the help of social media sites. 

Social networking sites not only helps to open opportunities for a job seeker previously heard 

of, but also for the organization where they can attract the most passive candidate as Per their 

requirement. 

 Social media recruitment is conceivably a feasible plan where many companies 

Determination to become accustomed in their general business strategy and will be very 

important in the future. Social Media recruitment has previously impacted and changed the 

nature of the time honored recruitment process. Availability to an enormous pool 'of active and 

passive job seekers, recruiters can access and contact potential employees with a simple click 

button. The study conducted to enhance the Skills in Social media in a recruitment process. The 

innovative planet, which we have entered, is a globe with fast changing technologies and these 
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changes open up new opportunities for companies to communicate and work. As an outcome 

of this steady modification of innovation and because of the developing significance of the 

Web, the wonder of Online networking enrolment has happened. The objective of this study is 

to gauge observations and responses to associations utilizing online networking as an 

enrolment technique. Since these destinations are allowed to join and regularly draw in 

numerous employment seekers and then again notwithstanding for associations where they 

could discover qualified competitors in pool. 

 
Research Methodology  

Objectives of the Study 

 To analyses the effectiveness of social media in recruitment process.  

 To recognize to what level the usage of social networking sites leads to effective 

recruitment.  

 To figure out which social networking tools, the companies apply and gain insights about 

their expectation with different sites.  

 To know how it can replace the job fairs & newspapers advertisement.  

 
Scope of Study  

 This work is intended to analyse the effectiveness of social media in recruitment process at 
Deutsche Bank Pvt limited, Bangalore. The study which helps to understand how the recruiters 
use social media sites to hire the potential candidates & also the society’s awareness towards 
these professional sites that are used for hiring purpose This study also deals in 
understanding how many businesses are getting into social media arena to recruit viable 
candidates for positions at their companies & having great success.  
 
Research Design 

 Research design refers to a logical and systematic plan arranged for conducting a research 

studies. Research design monitors the investigator in the process of collection of analysis and in 

the interpreting opinion. 

 

Type of Research 

 Descriptive research is adopted for the study. As descriptive research is the method of 

collecting Descriptive data and it helps in understanding the effectiveness of social media in 

recruitment of the viewers 

 
Sample Unit 
 The sample unit for the study is based on employee responses. Prepared questionnaire 
about level of satisfaction of employees and answers were collected. 
 
Sample Size 
 The 50 respondents were obtained from the population 
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Sample Technique 

 Simple random sampling technique is used for the study, and based on the questionnaire 

the study has been carried out. 

 
Data Collection Methods 

 The data has been collected from:- 

 Primary data: The primary data is collected through structured questionnaire to analysis 

the research work. 

 Secondary data: The secondary data is collected through Books, Journals, Company 

reports, Websites  

Statistical Tools Used: The following statistical tools are used to analyse the data 

 Percentage Analysis  

 Bar graph  

 Pie Chart  

 Correlations  

 
Hypothesis  

H0: There is no significant relationship between qualification & no of years of experience of 
employees 
H1: There is a significant relationship between qualification & no of years of experience of 

employees 

 
Review of Literature 
• According to Cambridge Dictionaries online, social media is defined as “forms of media 

which let people to interconnect and share facts using the internet or mobile phones” 

But with the rise and massive popularity of sites such as Facebook, Linkedln, and Twitter 

there seems to be some misperception differentiating. Social media form social networks.  

• Author Allen, Scoter, and Otondo( 2004) concluded a study on social media recruiting. 

Based study conducted on 989 undergraduate students found that there is an direct effect 

on communication results, attitude, intension, & behaviours, related with potential 

employees of organisations & all these behaviour will have an impact while recruiting the 

candidates.  

• Author Braddy, Foster & wuensch, concluded a study on social media recruiting. Their 

research found that maintaining a favorable recruitment image is related to begin 

successful when attracting potential employees. This study was conducted with regards to 

how favorably theses social media sites attracts the candidate the job seekers as well as the 

recruiters in order to make the recruitment process more effective.  

• Author Sherrie. A. Madia accomplished a study on social media recruitment where the 
analysis was directed to explore how HR professionals can best use social media in their 
search for talent, here the recruiters mainly make use of social media sites appeal the 
candidate the job seekers as well as the recruiters in order to make the recruitment process 
more operational.  
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 Author Freeman & Author, 2002 also completed a study on social media recruitments where 

in the study was steered to find out how the organization achieve the entire database 

electronically. Using different job portal although hiring the potential candidates, here the 

recruiters mainly sustain all the database of applicants before showing and sourcing them. 

According to data base that has been entered, further procedure would be carried down, 

and finally they select the applicants. 

•  According to Antony Mayfield, vice president, head of content & media at 

Crossing,“Social media is best understood as a group of new kinds of online media. which 

share most or all of the following characteristics participation, openness, conversation, 

community, and connectedness. By “participation”, Mayfield, highlights the statement that 

social media “shadows the line between media and audience” by inspiring assistances and 

advices “Openness” has to do, according to Mayfield (2008), with the statement that there 

are rarely any obstacles to retrieving social media and making use of its contents, creation it 

very easily accessible and open to anyone to use The “conversation” factor highlights the 

major difference between out-dated media and social media  

• Santhosh Kumar A.V -Social networking websites are operative job search tools, job fairs 

are finding stiff competition in the social media, unmistakably been visible that a lot of 

companies have their own official pages on the social websites, where job hunters can learn 

about the association business, culture, from which they can search for potential 

employees. Essential part of the hiring process, Cost effective, does not involve setting up 

an agency and forms an actual tool for Recruiters. (Research Scholar, Bharatiar University, 

Lecturer, Department of Commerce and Management, Seshadripuram First Grade College, 

Yelahanka, Bangalore. Karnataka 2012.  

• Poulami Banerjee - Recruiters are primarily using the SNS for searching talents in the 

middle management level positions, followed by top level mgmt. positions and before for 

lower level. The purpose being, for lower level positions there is plenty of talent offered in 

the market while for the top level positions not several personalities rely on these sites so 

experience has revealed the most profitable segment is the middle level supervisors 

.Linked In stands top in the list of the most required after recruitment site through social 

networking with52 % firms consuming it to shortlist applicants, followed by Facebook (25 

%) while 23 % combination of both. Most of the specialists spend approximately21- 30 

hours each week on these sites. Nearly 83 % of the firms feel that social networking sites 

will transform the trend of recruitment and will develop as a new age tool for recruitment. 

(Jagannath Institute of Management Studies 2012)  

• ARCHANA L, NIVYA- Social media now stands as the second most prevailing source of 

hire, tied with corporate career websites. The paper determines with instead of trusting 

profoundly on external recruitment firms or job boards, many companies are concentrating 

on pinpointing expert talent through Social Media sites such as LinkedIn. Between 2011 

and 2013, the percentage of employers who routine social networks to recruit candidates 

jumped after 29% to 42%. Other origins of hire such as Internet job boards, online resume 
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databases and college recruiting programs actually decreased between 2011 and 2013. The 

typical Facebook user now spends 15 hours and 33 minutes per month on Facebook. To 

keep up with the competition for uppermost talent, concerns must recruit with Facebook 

ads. Facebook Fan Page can serve as a recruiting and sourcing tool just like a company 

blog. 38% of job seekers use LinkedIn to help discovery work in 2012,.19% of job hunters 

had a interaction share a job on LinkedIn,11% of job seekers examined for jobs on LinkedIn 

and 79% of LinkedIn users are 35 or older; the average LinkedIn user is 40.5 years old. 60% 

of LinkedIn-using job seekers are male, 62% are under the age of 40, 51% earn more than 

$75,000 and 50% are college graduate. 

• Author Dan Schawbel, the author of the book me 2.0 “Building influential brand to achieve 
career success “and also the proprietor of award winning personal branding blog has 
listedout 10 incredible sites to help the candidates in job search like Linked in, Twitter with 
blogs & linked in URL,Facebook ,Jobster and the like.  

 
Limitations of the Study  

 Data is directly collected from respondents which leads personal bias.  

 Collection of data was difficult because of busy schedules of respondents.  

 
Data Analysis and Interpretation 

The table showing the Percentage of Respondents on the Basis of Age 

Analysis: Based on above table we can see 

that 40% of respondents of less than 25 in 

age, following 24% of respondents between 

26 to 30 age. 

 

 
Table showing Qualification of the Employees Working in Deutsche Bank 

Analysis: The above tables shows 
44% of employees working Deutsche 
Bank are graduation followed by 40% 
are of post-graduation & 16% are of 
other streams. 
 

 
Table showing Employees Work Experience in Deutsche Bank 

Analysis: Based on above table 30% of 

employees are having less than 1 year of 

experience whereas 26 years of employees 

are having experience of 1 to 2 years & 6 to 

years are of 20%. 

 

 

SL No Age Respondents % 

1 < than 25 20 40% 

2 26-30 12 24% 

3 31-35 10 20% 

4 36-40 8 16% 

Total Total 50 100% 

Sl.no Qualification Respondents % 

1 Graduation 22 44% 

2 post-graduation 20 40% 

3 Others 8 16% 

 Total 50 100% 

Sl.No 
No of yrs 

of experience 
Respondents % 

1 < Than 1 Year 15 30% 

2 1-2 years 13 26% 

3 3-5 years 7 14% 

4 6-10 years 10 20% 

5 11 & above 5 10% 

 Total 50 100% 
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Table showing Source used by Deutsche Bank to Recruit the Candidates 

Analysis 

 Above table shows that that 

36% of employees prefer 

monster followed by 22% 

through consultancy & other 

websites like LinkedIn, 

Facebook & twitter. Majority of 

employees working at Deutsch 

bank prefer social media as 

main platform to hire the talented candidates as per the requirement. 

 
Table showing Formal Policy of Covering the use of  
Social Media when Recruiting Candidates 

Analysis: The above table shows that 
majority of employees working in 
DEUTSCHE BANK says that they have 
formal policy of recruiting of potential 
candidates through social media. 

 
Table showing Use of Social Media Website 

Analysis: Above table shows the 

majority of employees working in 

Deutsche Bank dependent on social 

networking website on daily basis to 

recruit the candidates. 

 

 

Table showing percentage of recruitment that are being enclosed by social networking sites 

Analysis: As per the above table 

majority of employees working in 

DEUTSCHE BANK Bangalore 

has given their opinion that 

almost 50% of recruitment is 

being covered by social 

networking sites like LinkedIn 

etc. 

Sl. No Source of recruitment Respondents % 

1 Newspaper 10 20% 

2 Recruiters ( Consultancy) 11 22% 

3 Radio advertisements 1 2% 

4 
Specific recruitment  
websites such as monster 18 36% 

5 
Social media websites  
such as LinkedIn 
Facebook or twitter 10 20% 

 Total 50 100% 

Sl.No 
Use of social 

media 
Respondents % 

1 Yes 18 44% 

2 No 10 20% 

3 
Don’t know/can’t 

Remember 
22 36% 

 Total 50 100 

Sl.No 
Use of social 
Networking  

Website 
Respondents % 

1 Daily 15 30% 

2 Weekly 17 34% 

3 Monthly 10 20% 

4 6months 7 14% 

5 Less than 6months 1 2% 

 Total 50 100% 

Sl.No 

%enclosed by 

Networking  

website 

Social Respondents % 

1 0-25%  9 18% 

2 25-50%  20 40% 

3 50-72%  10 20% 

4 75-100%  11 22% 

 Total  50 100% 
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Table showing does Internal Hiring helps in Motivating Staffs when Compared to Hiring 

through Social Media 

Analysis: The table shows that 56% of employees working 

in DEUTSCHE BANK says that internal hiring works as 

motivation factor where as 44% of employees says no. 

 
 

Table showing frequently used websites by company 

Analysis: Based on above table it 

a show that says that majority of 

employees working in Deutsche 

Bank uses other online websites 

like monster & Naukri etc to 

recruit potential candidates. 

 
Table showing what does your Company Look in Candidate on Social Networking Site 

Analysis 

 The above table shows that 

majority of employees working in 

Deutsche Bank looks for specific 

hard skills candidates and 

professional experience candidates. 

 

 
Table showing since Executing Social Media Recruiting, which of the following has 
Enhanced 

Analysis: The above table states that that majority 

of employees working in DEUTSCHE BANK said 

that by enhancing social media recruitment time 

of hiring is reduced & also they can recruit more 

number of employees in short time. 

 

 
Table showing Social Media used to Select Potential Candidates 

Analysis: Based on above table 26% of 

staff working in DEUTSCHE BANK says 

through face book they can select 

potential candidates where as 22% staff 

says through inline advertisement. 

Opinion 
No of 

respondents % 

YES 28 56% 

NO 22 44% 

Total 50 100% 

Sl. No Frequently Used Respondents % 

1 Facebook  13 26 

2 LinkedIn  9 18 

3 Twitter  12 24 

4 
Others (Please 
Specify)  16 32 

 Total  50 100 

Sl. 
No 

Skills Looks for while 
Recruiting 

Respondents % 

1 Specific hard skills 16 32% 

2 Professional experience 12 24% 

3 
Length of professional 
tenure 

2 4% 

4 Industry related posts 9 18% 

5 Mutual connection 5 10% 

6 Cultural fix 6 12% 

 Total 50 100% 

Opinion 
No of 

Respondents 
% 

Time of hire 16 32% 

Quantity of candidates 10 20% 

Quality of candidates 7 14% 

Easy 7 14% 

Cost 10 20% 

Total 50 100% 

Sl No 
Potential  

Candidates 
Frequency % 

1 Facebook 13 26% 

2 Online Advertisement 11 22% 

3 Twitter 09 18% 

4 Facebook 7 14% 

5 Linkedln 10 20% 

 Total 50 100% 
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Table showing Candidates Profile on Social Media Sites while Screening them 

Analysis: Based on above table 
majority of employees working 
DEUTSCHE BANK says that content 
pasted in candidates profile while 
screening do not trust the information 
where as some people trust the give 
information. 

 
Table showing Social Media Enable in Managing Recruitment Process 

Analysis: Based on above table all 50 

respondents working in DEUTSCHE BANK 

have agreed that social media will enable 

managing recruitment process. We see 100% 

results in above table. 

 

 
Table showing How much would you like to Rate Deutsche Bank Hiring Process 

Analysis: Based on above table all the 

employees working in DEUTSCHE 

BANK have rated very good & 

agreed that DEUTSCHE BANK is 

relayed on social med to recruit the 

potential candidates. 

 

Table showing which of the following is Updated using Social Media in Recruitment 

Process 

Analysis: The above table 

shows that majority of 

employees working in 

DEUTSCHE BANK said that 

interviewing & sourcing 

method as updated by 

recruiting through social media. 

 
Correlation 

HO –There is no significant relationship b/w qualification & No of years of working in 

organization. 

H1-There is a significant relationship b/w qualification and number of years working in 

organization. 

Sl 

No 

Media Sites 

While Screening 
Respondents % 

1 
I do not trust the given 

Information 
30 60% 

2 
I fully trust the given 

Information 
16 40% 

Total Total 50 100% 

Sl 
No 

Social Media  
Enable in 
Managing  

Recruitment 
Process 

Respondants % 

1 Yes 50 100% 

2 No 0 0 

Total  50 100% 

Sl No 
Hiring process 

of Deutsche Bank 
Respondents %age 

1 0-3 10 20% 

2 4-7 10 20% 

3 8-10 30 60% 

Total  50 100% 

SL No Updated using social Respondents % 

1 Screening  10 20% 

2 Sourcing  12 24% 

3 Interviewing  18 36% 

4 Introduction  06 12% 

5 Assembling  04 08% 

Total   50 100% 
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Paired Samples Statistics 

  Mean N Std. Deviation Std Mean 

Pair 1 Qualification 1.72 50 .730 .103 

 
No of Years Working 
for Company 

2.56 50 1.417 .200 

 
Paired Samples Correlations 

  N Correlation Sig. 

Pair 1 
Qualification & No of  Years 

Working for Company 
50 .115 .425 

Accept H1 when level of significance is less than 5% 

Accept H0 when level of significance is more than 5% 

 
Interpretation: Since the level of significance is less than 5% accept H1 hence it can be 

interpreted that there is a significant relationship between Qualification and number of years 

working in organization. 

 
Summary of Findings 

• 20% of age group between 31 to 35 are working in DEUTSCHE BANK more than >25 age 

group.  

• More than 50% of male gender & female gender are working in DEUTSCHE BANK  

• 44% of graduates said that graduation qualification is more than post graduated employees 

in DEUTSCHE BANK.  

• 30% of analyst employees are the majority recruited to work in DEUTSCHE BANK rather 

than post graduated employees based on qualification.  

• 36% of employees say that DEUTSCHE BANK uses social network as main platform but 

job websites is in majority.  

• 44% of employees working in DEUTSCHE BANK say that recruiting the potential 

candidates through social media.  

• 34% of employees working in DEUTSCHE BANK say that improvement of social 

networking can be improved by daily basis.  

• 40% of staffs working in DEUTSCHE BANK have given opinion that half of the employees 

are enclosed by social media networking which says websites like linkedin covers the 

recruitment.  

• 56% of employees in DEUTSCHE BANK say that internal hiring helps in motivating, staffs 

whereas more than half of the staffs are motivated without the intervention of social media 

networking.  

• 68% of respondents says direct recruitment and selection is long process in DEUTSCHE 

BANK for efficient results of potential candidates.  

• 32% of employees working in DEUTSCHE BANK uses website like naukri and monster 

more comparably to facebook with effect to find only the jobseekers.  
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• DEUTSCHE BANK uses frequently the social media networking to recruit potential 

candidates profile in order to gain greater knowledge whereas the internal hiring weakens 

to motivate the staffs working in DEUTSCHE BANK 

• 32% of staffs working in DEUTSCHE BANK looks for the candidate who has specific hard 

skills rather than the qualification, professional experience considered for the potential 

candidate.  

• Recruiting candidates through social media networking enhances the factors like time 
period quantity of the candidate and also the cost cutting through the effectiveness of 
improvement in social media networking.  

 
Conclusion 
 With the existence of social media, the world of has changed forever. Social media 

networking sites are here to stay & the employers can achieve a vital benefit of hiring the most 

prospective candidate as per the requirement. The social media networking sites can recognize 

fresh tools that are available in course of time which allows hiring managers and employers to 

work together to take advantage of social media hiring. There is no doubt that social media has 

improved the recruitment process by making it more open and democratic; increasing the 

visible talent pool from which to engage and recruit. Having an intimate knowledge of 

someone‟s capabilities or knowing who the best person for a role is, however, can only be 

gained through personal knowledge of an individual and of a particular industry sector. You 

can‟t simply rely on who may or may not have an online profile and also that the information 

contained on it is true. It is unlikely therefore, that social media will replace the traditional 

recruitment methods in the near future. 

 It’s also observed by HR specialist that social media sites are successful job tools and in 

few years down to line, Job ad in newspaper will be placed by the online job board. Therefore 

the recruiters can search large pool of candidates from these sour cues where they can hire the 

most prospective who match up with the organization’s job requirement. The worth of social 

media recruitment helps you expand an overall outlook of potential candidates, offers huge 

search for ability pool time & cost saved in hiring process. DEUTSCHE BANK uses frequently 

the social media networking to recruit potential candidates profile in order to gain greater 

knowledge whereas the internal hiring weakens to motivate the staffs working in DEUTSCHE 

BANK.32% of staffs working in DEUTSCHE BANK looks for the candidate who has specific 

hard skills rather than the qualification, professional experience considered for the potential 

candidate. Recruiting candidates through social media networking enhances the factors like 

time period quantity of the candidate and also the cost cutting through the effectiveness of 

improvement in social media networking.  
 

Suggestions/ Recommendations 
 The company deutsche bank should come across the use of mobile phone recruitment, as 

huge percentage of population now using smart phones where the recruiters can easily connect 

with the candidates. With the help of LinkedIn alone, The Company should try to recruit more 

potential candidates who meet with job requirement. The company DB can create their own 
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social media sites which are supplement to LinkedIn. The company should incorporate mobile 

technology into their social media sites. Company must concentrate on social media and attract 

candidates through social websites.32% of recruiters look for hard skills in the candidates 

recruited, they must be trained and company has to hire the skilled candidate who suits the job 

role.  
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Website  

1. www.mashable.com  

2. www.nigelwright.com  

3. www.socialmediarecruitment.com  

4. http://socialnetworkingsitesinindia.com/  

5. www.shrm.org 

6. www.db.com 

 
Annexure 

Questionnaire 

1. Age 

 < Than 25.  

 26 – 30  

 31-35  

 36-40  

 40 & Above  

2. Gender 

 Male  

 Female  

3. Qualification 

 Graduation  

 Post-graduation  

 Others.  

4. How long you are Working for the Company? 

 < 1 year  

 1-2 year  

 3-5 year  

 6-10 year  

 11 & above.  

5. Within last five years, which of the following method the company has used as Its main 

platform of recruitment? (Please select one) 

 Newspapers  

 Recruiters  

 Radio advertisements  

 Specific recruitment websites such as monster  

 Social media websites such as LinkedIn, Facebook or twitter  

6. Does the company have a formal policy covering the use of social media when recruiting 

staff? Yes  

 No  

 Don‟t know/can‟t Remember  

http://www.mashable.com/
http://www.nigelwright.com/
http://www.socialmediarecruitment.com/
http://socialnetworkingsitesinindia.com/
http://www.shrm.org/
http://www.db.co/
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7. How frequently does your company make use of these social networking sites for 

Recruitment? 

 Daily  

 Weekly  

 Monthly  

 6months  

 Less than 6months  

8. What percentage of recruitment is being enclosed by social networking sites? 

 0-25%^  

 25-50%  

 50-75%  

 75-100%  

9. Dose internal hiring helps in motivating the employee when compared to hiring through 

social media 

 Yes  

 No 

10. Does your company make use of social networking sites for hiring the Candidates? 

 YES  

 NO  

11. With a specific focus on social media, which social media website the company Used 
most often recruit? 

 Facebook  

 LinkedIn  

 Twitter  

 Other  
12. Does the company ever view the profile of potential candidates in order to gain greater 

knowledge of them (aside from their education or qualifications)? 
 Frequently  

 Always  

 Sometimes  

 Seldom  

 Never  

13. What does your company look in candidate on social networking sites? 

 Specific hard skills  

 Professional experience  

 Length of professional tenure  

 Industry related posts  

 Mutual connection  

 Cultural fix  
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14. Since executing social recruiting, which of the following has enhanced? 

 Time of hire  

 Quantity of candidates  

 Quality of candidates  

 Easy  

 Cost  

15. What kind of social media more preferably used to select your potential candidates? 

 Facebook  

 Online advertisement  

 Twitter  

 Facebook  

 Linkedln  

16. Has government interference in deciding the quotas for SC/OBC/PH/EXSM affected the 

manpower planning while recruiting through social media? 

 Yes  

 No  

17. To what extent do you trust the content posted on the candidates profile on social media 

Sites while screening them? 

 I do not trust the given information  

 I fully trust the given information  

18. Do you think social media enable and help in managing the recruitment process? 

 YES  

 NO  

19. How much would you like rate DB Hiring process? 

 0 – 3  

 4 – 7  

 8 – 10  

20. By using social media in recruitment process which of the following is most benefited. 

 Screening  

 Sourcing  

 Interviewing  

 Introduction  

 Assembling  

 


